Sensory Key:

- Interactive:
- Loud/High Volume:
- Heavy Traffic/Crowded:
- Low Lighting:
- Visual Stimulation:
- Take A Break Space: TAB

Smithsonian National Zoo Sensory Map

1. Olmstead Walk: (low sensory areas)
   - Gibbon Ridge
   - Behind Invertebrate House
   - Behind Ape House
   - Bottom of Olmstead Walk
   - Duck Pond benches by Bird House
   - Around the Sloth Bear yard along the Asia Trail
   - Inside Think Tank
   - Alcove by Otter enclosure

2. Pandas: (low sensory areas)
3. Elephant Center: (low sensory areas)
4. Small Mammal: (low sensory areas)
5. Great Apes: (low sensory areas)
6. Reptile Center: (low sensory areas)
7. Think Tank: (low sensory areas)
8. Seals and Sea Lions: (low sensory areas)
9. Elephant Outpost: (low sensory areas)
10. Bird House: (low sensory areas)
11. Great Flight Exhibit: (low sensory areas)

Zoo hours vary throughout the year. For low traffic times visit before 10:00am and after 5:00pm during the summer. Also consider visiting during the winter and spring while schools are still in session.